English Translation
(Dutch organ magazine De Orgelvriend with a reviews of the CD BOLERO by Daniel Oyarzabal)
Some organists have a dream at a young age that sometimes only becomes reality after many years. Daniel Oyarzabal
studied percussion in his early years and as a percussionist he had the opportunity to participate in performances of
a number of major Symphonic works. After his organ training at the University of Vienna with Thomas Schmögner,
he further studied in our country with Jos van der Kooy and Pieter van Dijk, among others, and in 2002 won a prize
at the 19th International Organ Competition in Nijmegen. For more than twenty years he had dreamed of the idea of
combining his three passions –organ, percussion and symphonic music – in one musical project. This CD is the result
of this and he dedicated it to José Luis Pérez de Arteaga, the host of the Spanish channel Radio Clásica, whose
programs he had been listening to since he was eleven years old.
If you grew up with classical orchestral music like me and only came into contact with organ repertoire later, the
combination of organ and symphonic repertoire always remains attractive. When I stuck to the 14-minute film The
Orchestral Organ Documentary on YouTube, I became curious about the CD that Spanish organist Daniel Oyarzabal
made with two percussionists at the Cathedral of Leon in Spain. The organ (V / P / 64) built there in 2013 by the firm
Klais was designed by Jean Guillou and is placed in four organ cases so that the sound is radiated both towards the
choir and towards the aisles.
The CD opens with the first movement from The Planets, the most famous orchestral work by Gustav Holst (18741934). "March, the Bringer of War" begins with a restrained but unrelenting rhythm in 5/4 times originally devoted
to timpani and strings, where the strings are played with the top of the bow. Like almost all arrangements, the
arrangement is by Oyarzabal itself and sounds lifelike and menacing. The spatial effect with the drums and cymbals
is spectacular.
Two parts from Saint-Saëns 'Great zoological fantasy' serve as a 'moment of rest', as the composer also called
his Carnaval des Animaux.
Oyarzabal plays the introduction (Alborada) from the five-part Capriccio Espagnol by the Russian Rimsky-Korsakov,
followed by "Scene and Gypsy song" (the Variations and the repetition of Alborada he skips), to conclude with the
fiery Fandango asturiano. Not to mention the original orchestral work, I have to say that organist and percussionists
have made a realistic translation, giving the piece a new dimension. The clear recording, with clear positioning of the
percussion instruments. helps with that.
Throughout his life, the organ was the favorite instrument of the hardly known composer Jesús Guridi (1886-1961).
Born in the Spanish Basque Country, he moved to Madrid when he was ten, where he became acquainted with the
zarzuela, the Spanish opera and operetta genre, rooted in the 17th century. He studied piano, organ, counterpoint
and composition at the Schola Cantorum in Paris and then organ with Joseph Jongen in Brussels. Back in the Basque
Country, he became an organist in the main church of Santiago (now Bilbao Cathedral). El caserío ("The house")
became his first zarzuela: at the premiere in 1926, the symphonic intermezzo of the second act was considered
"masterpiece" by the critics. Indeed a fascinating piece that gives a nice insight into the Basque folk nature.
Several organists have already ventured an organ arrangement of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an exhibition. Oyarzabal
plays the last two parts, The Hut on Fowl’s Legs (Baba-Yaga) and The Great Gate of Kiev. This last part has
unfortunately been shortened considerably, while here was such a great opportunity to work out the “coral” and the
bell-ringing in this setting. Were no tube bells on hand?
We now get the "corals" from J.S. Bach (first Wachet auf, then Wir thank Gott, the order is incorrectly mentioned),
apparently based on the idea that only Bach transcriptions belong on this CD.
Finally, we hear Maurice Ravel's famous Bolero, the work that the composer later hated but with which various
organists (including Herman van Vliet) stole the show. Naturally, the organ, with its civilized reeds and blowing flutes,
and the percussion instruments offer enough possibilities to turn it into a rousing performance.
The CD is accompanied by a 24-page booklet with explanations in English, Spanish and German. I don't know a Dutch
importer, but the CD is easy to order via Bookspot and Presto Classical, among others. And that is definitely worth it
if the combination of organ and percussion appeals to you.

